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●Hydro Power and Storage fundamentals

●Present a quick estimator for hydro energy potential

●Make a few observations about grid operation
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●Brief look at possible sites in Tay Valley

●Initial conclusion – not all that feasible in the local 

landscape compared to other generation and storage 

techniques
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Estimating  Power (P) and Stored Energy (E)

Power estimates are given by force times distance per unit time. Here 
the force is the a weight of water and the distance is height above a 
datum that it falls.

i.e Volume x specific weight x height

Volume per unit time is flow, Q,  so

P = Qwhe   W (1)

P = m3s-1 x kg m-2 s-2 x m  i.e. Kg m2s-3  which defines Watts

Energy is the sum of power over a time period  or  P x t, so from 1

E  = Vwhe  W-sec ( 2 )

All transformation processes involve losses, represented by efficiency e

The weight of water w is 1000 N/m3 at 0 C
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Grid Power Sources
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System Load Following and Regulation
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OPG Madawaska River Hydro
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Calabogie Dam
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Sir Adam Beck Pump Generating Station  1

By way of appreciating scale, the Sir Adam Beck Pump Generating Station at Niagara Falls has a reservoir of              20 x

Assuming the effective head h to be 50 m (approximately the height of Niagara Falls) and an efficiency of 80%, the flow to pr

Q =  P

whe

Q= 174 x106 m2 kg s-3 =  4.35 x 103 m3s-1

1000 kg m s-2m-3 x 50 m x 0.8

(Flow over the Falls is in the order of 1.9 x 103 m3 s-1)
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Sir Adam Beck Pump Generating Station  2

That is a peak flow.

Given the volume of the reservoir is 20 x 106 m3, the time peak 

flow could be maintained would be:

Time =    Volume =            20 x 106 m3 = 1.28 hr

Flow       4.35 x 103 m3s-1 x 3.6 x 103 s hr-1

The energy available from the reservoir is the stored energy x 

system efficiency or peak power x peak time / efficiency, or

E = 174 MW  x 1.28 hr / 0.8                               

E=  278.4 MW-hr

Similarly, from (2) above
E= Vh = 20x106x50 / 3600 sec hr-1 = 277.7 MW-hr
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Tay River at Flood

During the month of April 2017, the total volume of water over the 

Haggart Dam was approximately 70 x 106 m3. The height of the 

dam is 2 m, so the energy contained in that volume of water was:

E= Vwh or  70 x 106 x 103 x 2 = 140 W-sec x 109 

or 39  MWhr

A modern house has a 100 amp service at 240 volts, that is     24 W 
x 103/ house, but typically uses 10.5 kWh per day.  

So 39 x 103 kW-hr would be 39000/10.5
or 3700 house - days.
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Reservoir Estimate

Christie Lake is 1626 acres or 6.58 x 106 m2

Imagine we want a spinning reserve of 1 MW  for 8 hours per day or 8 MWh
Assume we can find a suitable site with 10 m height between storage and recovery reservoirs.

From Eq 1 above, reservoir volume required will be E/whe assuming a system efficiency of 80%

V =   8 x 106 x 3.6 x 103 /103 x10 x.8  = 3.6 x106 m3

That is 55% of the size of Christie Lake to a depth of 1 m.
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Jacques Ellul, (January 6, 1912 – May 19, 1994)

philosopher, sociologist, lay theologian, noted Christian anarchist. 

and a longtime Professor of History and the Sociology of 

Institutions on the Faculty of Law and Economic Sciences at the 

University of Bordeaux.


